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way, you consent to the use of cookies. Icc ICC is very much a professional level product. The controller's large cabinets provide spacious space for wiring. And the ICC is filled with essential features that the landscape needs as a circuit passes the rain sensor, primary and secondary power increase protection, seasonal adjustment/water budget,
simultaneous program activity, programmable valve circuitry/overall programming, programmable rain latency, cycle and immersion, four independent programs with four different day planning options and eight starts each time, plus more. ICC Brochure I-Core Wants It All? Gorgeous turf, advanced programming capabilities, and an intuitive interface? Meet I-
Core. Designed for demanding commercial and high-end residential applications, the full-features I-Core controller is easy to use, easy to install, and easy to program. The Hunter I-CORE controller is a full-feature controller for demanding commercial and high-end residential applications. Flexibility is what makes I-CORE one of hunter's highest performance
irrigation controllers. I-Core Brochure ACC Need a resolute controller for the most demanding landscape? Hunter's Advanced Commercial Controller (ACC) packs more value into a more affordable controller than anything else on the market. With more simultaneous programs and valves, automatic troubleshooting, real-time flow monitoring, built-in remote
control, and standalone ET tuning, Hunter's leading ACC is ready for your biggest projects. Simple, intuitive controls will help you set up large systems with ease, and advanced features stand guard after you leave the property. Acc Brochure Pro C Pro-C has been one of Hunter's best-selling products since it was introduced and has given the company a
solid reputation for quality in the controller market. With the ability to customize according to the specific size required (from 3 to 15 stations) to meet the needs of a specific landscape, Pro-C helps contractors always make the right choice for the job. Pro C also has the availability of three programs with multiple starts, one-touch manually start and rapid
progress and superior mutation protection. Pro C Brochure X-Core Don't worry about one thing. X-Core's non-evaporation memory maintains the current program and the exact date and time in case of a power outage. Three independent programs with four starts per program. Meets a wide range of watering requirements. There are two options for seasonal
adjustment. This changes the watering schedule to to change demand throughout the year ( ( 10–150%). Maximize watering flexibility by choosing the day of the week, odd/even, or watering intervals. Increase water savings with a weather sensor, programmed by the station. X-Core Brochure X-Core Manual PGV Valve Don't worry about one thing. X-Core's
non-evaporation memory maintains the current program and the exact date and time in case of a power outage. Three independent programs with four starts per program. Meets a wide range of watering requirements. There are two options for seasonal adjustment. This changes the watering schedule to allow for demand changes throughout the year
(manually adjusted 10-150%). Maximize watering flexibility by choosing the day of the week, odd/even, or watering intervals. Increase water savings with a weather sensor, programmed by the station. PGV Van PGP Rotor The world's best-selling commercial and civil propeller sets standards for the entire industry. Why settle for the second best when you
can have sprinklers where everything else is measured. It has superior ability to provide water distribution even from precisely designed nozzles; This sprinkler is unsymmless for reliability, durability, flexibility, and value. PGP spins silently, then disappears when the work is done. Nothing bothers the ears or distracts the eyes from your landscape. PGP Rotor
Homeowner's Brochure Rotor Brochure Pro Spray Residential or Commercial? 30 PSI or 40 PSI? High efficiency or high performance? There's a Pro-Spray for that. Now expanding to three hard-working options, the Pro-Spray line provides everything you need to customize overall for any challenging site. Need the correct edges? Go for Pro-Spray fixed arc
nozzles. Demanding angles and curves? Choose Pro Adjustable Nozzles. Conservation-minded customers? The Rotator MP is your answer. All models feature a combination of heavy ABS, including a body and an extremely thick cap. Pro Spray Brochure ICR With ICR there is no need to walk back and back with the controller to conduct manually watering
operations when performing maintenance or repair work on your irrigation system. In addition, winterization can be done quickly and easily with one worker instead of two. The ICR has a signal strong enough to pass through obstacles such as buildings, walls, or trees and communicate with a controller for half a mile or more. It is compatible with all Hunter
controllers. ICR Brochure ICR Manual Roam Remote ROAM Machine is made of abs for sure. It is equipped with a large LCD screen and simple push-button operation. Don't let its size fool you – while it's small enough to fit your shirt pocket, it has an open field range of up to 1000 feet. Roam Remote Brochure Roam Remote Manual SRR This handy
accessory helps you operate your system without having to walk to (and manually operate) the controller. And, considering many homes with their located inside the garage, using SRR, you can access your system without the inconvenience of pulling up that big big And work your way around parked cars and stored items. SRR Remote Brochure SRR
Manual Rain Sensor Ever Driven by those houses that have their sprinklers running while it's raining? When you're out of town, can it rain? Ever gone to work, and it's raining and you know your sprinklers are running? DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU. Only Hunter Rain-Clik products, with their unique Quick Response feature, allow an irrigation system to
shut down immediately when it starts to rain. And, its wireless, no wires have o go up the side of your home. Rain Click Sensor Brochure Rain Click Sensor Manual View Video Solar Sync Residential Irrigation Controller Owner's Manual and Programming Instructions Compatible with Hunter Remotes and Solar Sync SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT WATER
DAYS MANUAL-ONE STATION START TIMES SYSTEM OFF CURRENT TIME/DAY RUN TIMES ACTIVE SENSOR BYPASS RUN NEW Page 2 Download Complain wrong Brand Wrong Model wrong readable 1 2 Table Of Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 If you have the Hunter X
Core Controller and it doesn't turn on as it does when operating manually, you may have dodgy conversion problems. Usually to run an individual station, you rotate the wheel countercry clockwise to the 'run a station' index, then select the return station to the wheel to run automatically. If it doesn't come in (and you'll know it's over by the presence of a small
sprinkler icon) then you may need to jiggle the switch a bit and see if you can make it burn up. Usually if this is a problem then the wheel will not move between different modes easily. Unfortunately, the only solution is to take the new control box because the wheel and switch are a complete unit
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